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Volum e 52, Issue 10

AKD Supports Student Track Excells During Indoor Season
Writers, Raises Money
Brian Klay

Contributing W riter

from the 82 people who sent in a
total of 184 submissions. On top
Contributing Writer
of that, there were almost as
many guys who submitted poet
ry as there were girls, dispelling
the belief that only girls care
about the literary arts.
Rich, who received the poems
submitted for the contest, noted
with a little surprise that, of the
two categories—humor and gen
eral—more poems were submit
ted in the general category. The
poems were submitted to the
officers and advisors (Dr.
Wilfong and Dan Clark) of
AKD.
To ensure that decisions were
S. McDivitt, Cedars
made fairly, student names were
Josh Wallace reads his poem.
left off of the actual poems. The
judges
then handed the poems
Alpha Kappa Delta (AKD)
held a poetry reading on March 2 back to Rich with a "top five"
The winners were
in the Hive to promote aware list.
ness of the literary arts on cam
Please See Poetry page 12
pus.
Katherine Richmond

For this reading, students were
encouraged to submit original
poetry and a $ 1 per poem entry
fee for the chance to win prizes
and the opportunity to read their
poems to students. Students sent
so many e-mails in response to
AKD’s competition that the
organization’s secretary, Cindy
Rich, just had to smile.
"I'm kinda surprised. I'm
encouraged," Rich said.
This encouragement came
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On February 21, at the
National Christian College
Athletic Association meet, the
men’s track team placed second
out of 14 and 11 of our men were
named All-American.
Nine
women were named All
American and their team placed
second out of 11 teams.
To be an All-American, the
athlete had to place third or bet
ter in his or her event.
The men All-Americans were
Tim Beck in the long jump;
Ryan Budenthal in the 55 meter
dash; Dan Campbell in the 5000meter run; Matt Clark, Micah
Harding, Adam Laskos, and
Bryan Pittman in the distance
medley relay; Chris DeLange in
the 400-meters dash; Joel Smith
in the high jump; Jason Scott in
the pole vault, and James Yahara
in the weight throw.
The nine women AllAmericans were Michaela

J. Potts, Cedars

Even Pastor Rohm showed up outside the U99.5 studio to wait for tickets to an
advance showing o f The Passion o f the Christ.

Bolton in the weight throw;
Rachael Castro in the pole vault;
Sarah Ensslen in the triple jump;
Samantha Maat and Sarah Mark
in the 5000-meter run; Lauren
Mable in the 55-meter dash; and
Keri Hilty, Mable, Deborah
Swede and Bonnie Wright, in the
800-meter relay.
"It was very encouraging and
exciting to see how we per

formed," Bolender said. "It was
also very rewarding to see people
when their hard work pays off."’
Even though she's been on the
sidelines due to a hamstring
injury, Sarah Ensslen won the
triple jump at the meet.
"It was really exciting to be in a
Please See Track page 14

Student Writes Original Musical, Impresses Skeptics
capstone requirement.
While normal Bible projects
Contributing W riter
come in the form of a paper, the
Ruth: The M usical has been Bible Department has stood
behind Mowrer as she pioneers
called "ambitious and unprece
dented," by senior student, an innovative and interdiscipli
Brandon Moses. Many who nary approach to learning.
Many have been skeptical of
have observed the progress of
Mowrer’s
ability in this under
senior Karen Mowrer's musical
taking. Musical composition
have found that talent can extend
beyond the confines of one's requires a significant amount of
major or specialization, and that background knowledge in music
the hard work of a committed theory. Some observers in the
team can transform a dream into music department were initially
doubtful of Mowrer's ability to
a reality.
Although music composition create a musical score.
Theatrically, as well, she has
and script writing are not
very limited experience.
Mowrer’s area of study, her love
Mowrer understands the rea
of music and Broadway shows,
soning behind others' skepticism,
combined with a naturally cre
and states, "In their shoes, I sup
ative spirit, compelled her to
pose I might be skeptical too."
transform her capstone project
However, according to the
into a musical production.
musical director, Steve Frey,
Mowrer, a Comprehensive
Bible major, wrote the musical
to satisfy her Comprehensive
Please See Ruth page 4
J Bible project and her Honors
Amanda Acker

Artwork by Amv M asterson
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------------------------- News
GARBC Breaks from Cedarville
Over South Baptist Partnership
Sara Denhart
News Editor
During the 2003 General
Assembly of Regular Baptist
Churches (GARBC) Annual
Conference
in
Riverside,
California, the GARBC Council
of Eighteen decided to no longer
partner
with
Cedarville
University.
The Council decided this
because it "deemed the compos
ite of Cedarville's announced
partnership with the Southern
Baptist Convention (SBC), the
increasing number of members
to Cedarville's board of trustees
from the SBC, Cedarville's pub
lic commitment to 'train future
Southern Baptist leaders,' and
Cedarville's choice not to sign
the GARBC partnering ques
tionnaire as falling outside the
defined parameters o f the
Association."
For over 50 years, Cedarville
University was related to the
GARBC through the approval
system and partnering, until this
recent decision.
"In the approval system, the
word “approval” did not imply
that the GARBC necessarily
agreed with everything an
agency did or put its stamp of
approval on everything an
agency did. ...It was limited to
doctrine, limited to business
practices, standards of conduct,

especially when it came to stu
dent life. Approval meant that
the GARBC did not control an
agency," said Dr. David Warren,
the Ohio representative for the
GARBC and recent Vice
Chairman of the Council of
Eighteen.
According to Warren, in the
late 1990s, the GARBC changed
from the approval process to
partnering with agencies. The
new partnership meant that the
GARBC and the agency were in
doctrinal agreement with one
another, but there was no
accountability between the two
organizations.
Cedarville announced in
January 2003 that the State
Convention of Baptists in Ohio
endorsed Cedarville. The term
"partnering" was used through
out the information dispersed on
the announcement, specifically
in the Baptist Press report.
However, the GARBC took
the term “partnering” to mean
that Cedarville was joining with
the SBC, and to the GARBC,
some liberalism exists in the
SBC, which violates their sepa
ration mindset.
Still, Cedarville is not a
Southern Baptist school. Even
before the Southern Baptists
announced their recommenda
tion of Cedarville, the Ohio
Baptist
Convention
was

researching the possibility of a
Southern Baptist educational
facility in this geographical
region. Instead of the Southern
Baptists building a new facility
in the state of Ohio, the Ohio
Baptist Convention decided to
recommend Cedarville to its
churches.
"What the state of Ohio voted
on was that they would encour
age the churches to recommend
Cedarville. Frankly, that delight
ed us because we want
Evangelical churches every
where
to
recommend
Cedarville," said Dr. Martin
Clark,
Vice-President
of
Development.
The GARBC's claim that
Cedarville has inceased the num
ber of SBC members on the
Board of Trustees is question
able.
According to Clark,
Cedarville has a total of 36 mem
bers on the Board of Trustees,
and only four of them are of the
Southern Baptist denomination.
Cedarville has not officially
responded back in the matter and
is releasing a Frequently Asked
Questions sheet for every
GARBC church to clearly
explain the issues at hand.
In addition to those actions,
Cedarville has committed to the
Talents for Christ (TFC) schoiarPlease See GARBC page 3

Out of the Pews and Onto the Streets
Light Ministries in Springfield,
Ohio.
Contributing W riter
There will also be over 40 spe
cialized workshops with topics
Urban Light Ministries, in con
junction
with
Cedarville
from street witnessing to coun
University, will host the Urban
seling. These workshops are
Ministry Conference "Out of the
taught by those who work in
Pews and Into the Streets" from
some particular aspect of voca
Thursday, March 18 to Saturday
tional ministry.
Ranging from personal aspects
the 20.
This conference will be a chal
of ministry to needs-based min
istry information, each workshop
lenging, and encouraging for
anyone who shares God's heart
is designed to equip students
with skills to work in an urban
for the inner-city. Those who
attend will be equipped and pre
setting.
In a post-modern world, we
pared for this area of ministry.
A dynamic team of ministry Floyd Flake, President of must be aware of the culture and
leaders will help to teach and Wilberforce University in Ohio, become active in ministries that
share during the conference. former U.S. Congressman, and engage the culture head on.
Keynote addresses will be by senior pastor of Greater Allen A.
Recent chapel messages by Dr.
Rev. Stan Archie, Chairman and M. E. Cathedral of New York; as
Please See Urban Light
CEO of Christian Fellowship well as Rev. Eli Williams,
page 3
Ministries from Kansas City; Dr President and CEO of Urban
Steven Frey

News in 90 W ords
Following the
primaries in
many states
on Tuesday,
John Kerry
could have an undefeatable lead.
Ohio is among
the states voting
for primaries
on Tuesday.
President Bush does not want rebel forces in Haiti to take con
trol. United States Marines and French forces have been secur
ing points in Port-au-Prince.
Mel Gibson's The Passion o f the C hrist opening total, from the
last five days, of 125 million dollars, making it biggest film to
debut on a Wednesday. It pushed past the Lord o f the Rings:
Return o f the K ing Wednesday debut record.
Compiled b y Sara Denhart

Rules for "Find the Button" Contest:
We've hidden Mark Button in this issue!
The first person to e-mail the Cedars account after 5 p.m.
on Friday, March 6, and tell us Mark Button's location
will win. The winner will be announced in the next issue
and the prize will be sent to the winner via campus mail.
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News
Christian Giants Challenge Clergy
at 2004 SCB Pastor’s Summit
............
Sarah Cline
Contributing W riter
If you used chapel skips to
leave for an early spring break,
you may regret your decision.
On March 4-5 the State
Convention of Baptists in Ohio
and Cedarville University spon
sored the 2004 Spring Pastors
Summit.
This Evangelism
Celebration featured the theme
"Return to Holiness." The free
event extended a special invita
tion to pastors and ministers, as
Well as the general public.
Speakers included Dr. Ken
Hemphill, author and national
strategist for the Empowering
Kingdom Growth initiative for
the
Southern
Baptist
Convention;
Dr.
Henry
Blackaby,
author
of
E xperiencing
God\
John
Franklin, Pastoral Ministries
Contributed
Specialist at LifeWay Christian
Henry Blackaby (top) and Ken Hemphill (bottom) spoke at the Pastor's Summit.
Resources of the SBC; Richard
Blackaby, President of the
Athletes in
Canadian Southern Baptist Convention of Oklahoma; Jerry Craig Krenzel.
Seminary in Cochrane, Alberta; Falwell; and J. Kenneth Action, who sponsored the
Alistair Begg, senior pastor of Blackwell, Ohio Secretary of event, gave those in attendance a
free evangelistic DVD entitled
Parkside Church and host of the State.
Special music was performed "The Big Win" that features tes
Truth for Life radio program;
Gregory Frizzell, Director of by five-time Grammy Award timonies from Krenzel, fellow
vocalist
Lamelle players, and coaches from the
Prayer and Spiritual Awakening winning
OSU
National
for the
Baptist
General Harris, and by Carl Barrington, a 2002
The
Christian educator, musician, Championship team.
and evangelist from Atlanta, University's Jazztet also per
formed at the lunch.
Georgia.
HeartSong, the Cedarville Jazz
For those students who went
Band, the Brass Choir, Chorale, home early,
CDR Radio
and Cedarville Strings also per Network (90.3 FM) will be
formed at the conference. The broadcasting parts of the confer
combined choirs performed with ence. On the evening of March
Charles Billingsley on Friday.
4, Begg's message will be broad
All pastors who attended the cast live at 6:45 p.m. March 5,
event received The Prayer o f CDR will broadcast Henry
Jesus by Hemphill and How to Blackaby's chapel message at 11
D evelop a P ow erful Prayer L ife a.m. and Falwell's 6:45 p.m.
and Returning to H oliness by message will be live.
Broadcasts can also be found
Frizzell.
Friday's lunch program fea in the CDR Cyber Radio
tured Ohio State quarterback Archive.
Contributed

B i c y c l e s f o r Rec r ea t i on, Tr anspo r t at i on, a n d F i t n e s s

Bikes from:
* Trek
• G ary Fisher

<V ^
4\V
^

^

^
* *

.
SaleS
and
Service

Fu ll line o f accessories.
110 Dayton St.
T u e s . - S a t . : 10 a.m - 6 p.m
S u n . : 12 p.m . ~4 p.m . / C lo sed Mon.

937-767-9330
vilcyclery@ aol.com

Congra tula tions
to James Tullett,
last issue's
winner of
the Mark Button
contest!

GARBC

Urban Light

C o n tin u e d from p a g e 2

C o n tin u e d fro m p a g e 2

ships (a scholarship designed for
students in GARBC churches)
through 2004.
According to Clark, about 80 to
85 percent of the TFC scholar
ship winners come to Cedarville.
As to whether the partnering
decision affects the TFC pro
gram and Cedarville's involve
ment is still unknown.
Altogether, Cedarville will con
tinue to uphold its current doctri
nal statement and beliefs with or
without the GARBC partnership.
"Do we want to be still associ
ated with the GARBC? Sure,"
said President Dr. Bill Brown.
"Anybody who has a heart for
God and wants to promote the
Gospel of Christ, we are excited
in joining with them."

Cedars wishes
everyone a safe
and fun
spring break!

•

This conference continues
the ministry and vision of
many on campus.
Cook have helped many students
from a middle class background
understand what takes place on
the frontlines of these urban min
istries.
This conference continues the
ministry and vision of many on
campus. This conference will
serve as a launching point for the
student body, area ministry team
leaders, pastors, and staff mem
bers to understand and become
relevant in urban ministry.
The conference begins at 10
a.m. on March 18 during the
chapel hour and reconvenes at 7
p.m. A conference schedule and a
list of workshops can be found on
the
website
(www.cedarville.edu/urbanlight.)
A $40 registration fee covers all
workshops as well as breakfast
and lunch on Friday and
Saturday. Students may register
for the keynote sessions for the
reduced price of only $10.
Registration, which can be done
from the Urban Light web page,
must be completed by March 10,
2004.
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-------------------------NewsAll My Sons Presents Social, Moral
Issues for Yesterday and Today
Cam eron Arch
Contributing Writer
Last spring, the Dayton Daily
News reviewed the top play pro
ductions in the area and named
director Rebecca Baker's, A
M idsummer N ight's Dream as
the Best Collegiate Play
Production during the 2002
2003 school year.
This March, Baker sets the
stage with Arthur Miller's 1947
World War II drama A ll M y
Sons, a play about real people
caught in the struggles of every
day life.
The play focuses on Joe Keller,
played by senior Scott Ryan, as
the likable father figure forced
through a web of moral dilem
mas and consequences. Joe
recently lost a son in the war and
now faces the possibility of los
ing his younger son Chris,
played by Josh Cobb.

"It's all about how we
make choices, how we
justify things. Miller
writes with a real econo
my of language. It's not
flowery speeches.
People talk like we do
today."
Chris Keller returns from the
war with a new life perspective
and examines his own life val
ues. He too faces a moral dilem
ma and the complications of lov
ing Ann, the girl next door,
played by freshman Abbie
McGaha.
The play twists and turns
through a series of situational
ethics that challenge each char
acter's integrity and reveal
everyday emotions the audience
will recognize.
Also recognizable is the set
ting: a suburban backyard where
Chris discovers a hidden battle
field of social issues.
McGaha notes, "It's so easy to
get caught up in the characters of
this story! The Keller family
and their friends care so much
for one another. I think it really
helps to know that families like
this really existed."
Miller included elements of

Ruth
C o n tin u e d from p a g e 7

"Some teachers and students
have been adamantly opposed to
the idea. Regardless of their
viewpoints, I don't think you can
limit talents and abilities with
vocational or educational bound
aries, ever. I know that's not
how God makes us."
To complete her project, which
has drawn from disciplines such
as Bible, theatre, music, and
English, Mowrer has sought to
make use of every resource
available on campus. She has
consulted
with
Professor
Rebecca Baker regarding the
atrical elements and Professor
Ryan Futrell for help in princi
ples of dialogue and plot.
Mowrer states that she has benefitted immensly from the
Honors Program, too. Freshman
S. McDivitt, Cedars
Honors course and Making of
Scott Ryan practices for his starring role in "All My Sonst" next month.
the Modem Mind, encouraged
love, hope, and tragedy, fitted stances that still relate to the interdisciplinary learning and
within the roles of ordinary peo audience over fifty years since it made it possible to extend her
abilities beyond the boundaries
ple, in order to establish a con first debuted.
nection with his audience. The
"I think it's perfect for our uni of the Bible major.
Furthermore, Dr. Mills, Dr.
master of realism evokes com versity audience," said Baker.
mon feelings that every person
The full cast and production Estes, and the Honors professors
can relate to.
crew of Arthur Miller's A ll M y have “done a good job of making
"It's all about how we make Sons includes Kristen Banas as us believe that we are talented
choices, how we justify things," Kate Keller, Daron Day as and that we can do almost any
said Baker. "Miller writes with George, Lydia played by Aimee thing,” said Mowrer.
She began the project with
a real economy of language. It's Auclair, and Dave Logan as
extensive
research on the book
not flowery speeches. People Frank. Dr. Jim Bayliss and Sue
of
Ruth.
Her music and
talk like we do today."
are played by Mike Colletto and
scriptwriting
skills
have essen
The minimal use of words Megan Koons, while Alex Moore
tially
been
self-taught
through
and everyday language add to plays the part of Bert.
extensive research into these
Miller's carefully crafted script.
arts. Using these skills, she has
He also introduces the idea of
turned Ruth’s story into a drama.
finding satisfaction in material
Throughout the process of
goods, an issue Baker sees in
A ll M y S o n s is timeless,
writing, Mowrer sought to care
today's society.
fully balance the Biblical
"Our generation is so used to choosing events and cir
account
with her creative ideas.
these 'things' that sometimes I
cumstances that still
She desired to portray Ruth
don't think we'd know how to
relate to the audience
accurately while bringing the
live without them," Baker said.
book to life in musical form.
Baker believes the World War
over fifty years since it
Mowrer worked extensively
II generation created the idea
first debuted.
with
Broadcasting major Steve
that security is found in material
Frey,
as well as Donna Paulsen,
possessions. She believes the
a
2003
graduate with a
issue of materialism is one of the
Communications
major and
many Biblical messages that the
Theatre
minor.
play presents in a way that stu
Stage Managers Hannah
With their combined talents,
dents can relate to.
Detwiler and Crystal Missler are
"It's everything we say we assisting with production along this team composed songs,
improved melodies, and revised
believe at Cedarville—that who with set-designer Don Jones.
you are gets walked-out in the
Dates and show times for A ll dialogue. However, the amateur
way we live. The way you live M y Sons are March 25-27 at 8:00 talents of those involved have
reflects your attitude towards p.m. with a 2:00 p.m. Saturday made it necessary to have an
God, even if God isn't men matinee, and April 1-3 at 8:00 atmosphere where improvement
tioned," said Baker.
p.m. Ticket prices are $11 for and creativity are active.
The revision process is unend
Miller's play forces the audi adults and $7 for students.
ence to think about the kinds of
The director and cast encourage ing, but throughout all the chal
choices he or she makes every all students not attending the lenges of inexperience, the team
day. A ll M y Sons is timeless, Newsboys concert to consider is learning to rely on God's hand
to direct their efforts. The ulti
choosing events and circum attending the play on April 2nd.
mate goal is to develop a quality

tool for performance and min
istry.
The recent faculty showing of
R uth: The M usical, received
favorable reactions from many
former skeptics. Senior Brandon
Moses claimed that he had "dras
tically underestimated" the musi
cal abilities of Mowrer and Frey.
Moses, who had initially been
skeptical of the musical aspect,
was impressed by many of the
melody lines, and stated,
"Overall, I was stunned."

"I don't think you can
limit talents and abilities
with vocational or educa
tional boundaries, ever."
Charles Lawrence, another
skeptic of the production, initial
ly believed that the play would be
boring and poorly written. After
the faculty preview, Lawrence
stated, "My overall impression of
the musical was that this was one
of the best 'Christian' musicals I
have ever seen. I was also
impressed by the worship that
was clearly apparent in the actors
and actresses! One can clearly
see the performers worshipping
God as they sing."
Lawrence strongly encourages
students to attend the challenging
and creative drama which will be
held March 16, 17, 23, and 24, at
8 p.m. in the DMC Recital Hall.
Both Lawrence and Frey
expressed concern regarding
those who have sought to dis
courage
Mowrer's
efforts.
However, as Brandon Moses stat
ed, "Karen has always been a
bold and ambitious character,"
and those who have observed
Mowrer have been impressed by
her commitment to the project.
Many involved in the project
hope to see Cedarville University
encourage future generations of
students to seek innovative and
interdisciplinary approaches to
learning.
Mowrer gives this advice to any
who attempt to follow her: never
give up when people doubt, and
"revise, revise, revise."
When reflecting on the project,
Mowrer states, "I've learned what
it means to stick to a project in
the face of other people's skepti
cism on my abilities and ideas.
I've learned to persevere in the
face of months and hours of revi
sions. And I've learned that when
God gives you a dream, He pro
vides the means to accomplish
that dream."
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SGA Officers Elected
Flamm and Hueni have sever
al goals to improve SGA next
Contributing W riter
year, including planning events
The 2004-2005 Student that are organized and done well.
Government Association (SGA) Another goal the pair has is to
officers were announced on work more closely with campus
February 28, 2004. Next year's organizations to help them meet
president and vice president will their objectives.
They would also like to com
be Drew Flamm and Stephanie
plete
the unfinished SGA consti
Hueni, who ran uncontested for
tution,
which would provide stu
the office. Secretary will be
dents
with
a clearer picture of
Isaac Pittman and treasurer will
what
SGA
is
and does.
be Chris Kauffman. Next year's
Pittman,
a sophomore
SGA chaplain will be Derek
Electronic
Media
Management
Beresky.
and
Sales
major
from
Xenia,
Derek Beresky, Phil Ellis, and
Ohio,
will
be
next
year's
secre
Joe Knable ran for chaplain,
Stephanie Dager and Pittman tary. He would like to see SGA
ran for secretary and Kauffman get more involved in ministry
and Joelle Marquardt ran for and with the student body.
"One of my goals is to get all
treasurer.
of SGA more upfront and work
ing in the student body to get
They would like to com more people involved and pro
plete the unfinished SGA vide more opportunities for the
student body to be heard,"
constitution, which would Pittman said.
Next year's treasurer,
provide students with a
Kauffman,
is
a
junior
clearer picture of what
Accounting and Finance major
SGA is and does.
from
Bourbon,
Indiana.
Kauffman said, "A priority will
The candidates for each office be making sure money will be
gave a speech in chapel on put in the areas where it can be
February 27, stating their goals used most effectively and effi
and visions for the position. ciently."
Beresky, a junior Pre-seminary
Students voted that afternoon
major
from Medina, Ohio, will
and the winners were announced
be
next
year's chaplain. Beresky
by email later that night.
explained
his goal: "My vision in
Next year's SGA president is a
a
simple
way
is that our student
junior Communications major
body
would
see
the realities of
from Lambertville, Michigan.
what
we
are
going
through as
His running mate, Viceindividuals
here
on
campus,
and
Fresident Hueni, is a sophomore
what
the
realities
of
the
lost
Early Childhood Education
world are. I want us to consider
major from Bremen, Indiana.
Running under the motto eternity in our decisions."
Current SGA officers will fin
"Vision
and
Expectancy,"
Flamm and Hueni's main objec ish the remainder of the semester
tive is to create a plan to in their positions. The new offi
enhance SGA and carry out this cers will take over when the
school year is completed.
Plan with excellence.
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Europe: What was the Warsaw Pact, anyway?
NATO (The North Atlantic Treaty Organization) has officially confirmed that it will proceed with
expanding its membership by admitting seven former Communist Bloc countries this April 2.
This addition will include Western European states such as Bulgaria, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia,
Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia, and will result in the biggest expansion in member countries in the
history of NATO.
The ironic thing about this is that NATO was primarily created to defend Western Europe from the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, neither of which are currently a "real" threat.
Maybe the best way to really get rid of your enemies is to make them your friends!
Africa: African unity in Africa
African heads of state are finally attempting to deal realistically with the continent's numerous wars
and conflicts by attending a summit in Libya that proposes to discuss African defense, agriculture, and
water.
The defense ministers of the various states have been working on a policy that will help everyone.
They agree that conflict and civil strife are the most formidable opponents in achieving a healthy, pros
perous Africa.
Nothing has been finalized yet, but we all can hope that some kind of unified defense force will sta
bilize this hurting region.
Asia: Nuclear Weapons Make a Difficult Compromise
A six-nation talk in Beijing went longer than expected due to impasses over resolving the disman
tling of North Korea's nuclear program.
The talks were designed to bring together China, North Korea, South Korea, Japan, Russia, and the
United States to discuss how to solve the diplomatic problem of N. Korean nuclear capability.
But, as in most diplomacy, meeting in the middle is not such an easy task.
When you want to go out for a steak, and that special someone wants cheese and wine in the park,
compromise isn't so easy. Nuclear weapons aren't any easier.
Middle East: Public education battles elsewhere
The Syrian government is taking measures against Islamic extremism by forbidding foreign students
from learning Islam in Syria’s private schools.
This measure does not forbid foreigners from learning Islam in Syria, but it restricts it to the state run
schools in the capital city Damascus. This enables the regime to watch what is being taught more
closely.
This move is a step in the right direction for Syria because it is widely known that some of these pri
vate schools foster terrorism and end up being a recruiting ground for Hamas and Islamic Jihad, much
to the chagrin of the U.S.
Americas: Where have all the Blue Helmets gone?
Jean Bertrand Aristide, the Haitian leader widely accused of "corruption, cronyism, and inefficien
cy," recently resigned from his position as President and fled the country amidst rebels closing in on
the capito, Port-Au-Prince.
The exact circumstances behind his leaving the country are a bit unclear and controversial. Aristide
said that he would not resign and claimed that his departure and forced resignation were caused by a
“real coup d’etat.” Yet U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell said that he had gone into exile “willing
ly, and that’s the truth.”
But just how “willing” is it when armed rebels are closing in on the city?
Strange But True: Gotta love text messaging

J. Potts, Cedars

SGA 2004-05 (from the left): Stephanie Hueni, Drew Flamm, Isaac Pittman, Chris
Kauffman, Derek Beresky.

You're sitting with a couple of your coworkers around the sacred water machine and venting your
frustrations about the stupid copy machine and your boss' strange personal habits that are tortorously
annoying, when, all of the sudden, your phone beeps indicating that you received a text message.
As usual you can't resist. Your natural impulse to check your mail every 30 seconds is satisfied, only
to be shocked to the point of spilling your cup of water right on your lap. The message reads, "U R
FIRED."
Although the first part of the story is all hypothetical and "could have happened," 161 employees of
a South Korean credit card company really did receive the text message “U R FIRED,” and the
comopany meant it! Downsizing will never be the same, and this recent demonstration of the “versa
tility” of text messaging might even prompt some of us to stop checking our oh so important e-mail
every nanosecond.
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Letters to the Editor:
Dear Editor,
As an avid basketball fan I make a concerted effort to attend as many games as my schedule will
allow. It is a result of my experiences at these games that I am now writing. I am sure that we could
all point to behavior that is less that ideal at our games, and 1 am guilty of more than my fair share of
that behavior, but I would like to take a moment to raise a question that I feel needs to be discussed
by the family of Cedarville University.
The issue is that of modesty. I feel that it is an issue of concern and that there is a grievous incon
sistency in what is taking place at games.
The "problem" as I see it is as our cheerleaders go through their routine on any given night, we, the
members of the audience, are witnesses of "flashings." Now, I know that it is not the desire of the
cheerleaders to do this and I am sure that they are as uncomfortable with it as I am.
I can hear the cries of unjust criticism from here, so let me state right up front that I am not really a
huge fan of cheerleaders in general. I do not, however, hate cheerleaders, and I understand that for a
lot of people they help them enjoy the game and stay involved. As a result, more people come to the
games, so I say that they are a good thing to have.
Now, it is totally not cool to shake my finger at a problem without proposing a solution. Could we
please replace the move where the girls are raised up and then pull their leg behind their head? It is
distracting, embarrassing, and is not something that helps me keep my mind out of the gutter, which is
a harder task than you might ever know.
It is not my intention to anger anyone. What I would like to see are the intelligent people of this
campus thinking through what is the best way to deal with this issue. To you who are cheerleaders, I
say keep working hard at helping us stay in the game. To the rest of you who think I am nuts... well
I probably am, but I have a right to be nuts just like you have the right to think I am nuts.
- Jesse St. John

Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to Jackie Kari's article concerning the "Loose SGA Spending" on Elliv.
Kari asserts in her article that the current budget for Elliv is too large, and SGA needs to find a way to
bring down the budget. In the article, she quotes Ian Ellis, who states that "Elliv is an expenditure on
fun, not an investment in the development and betterment of the student body."
Since when are entertainment and betterment of the student body opposed? By the end of the
semester, the students are ready for something fun and extravagant. If they weren't, then why was
Elliv last year's highest-attended event, with approximately 2,000 attendants? Shouldn't the largest
part of the budget go to the largest, most popular event?
Also, how can Kari objectively judge the worth of an event that, as a freshman, she has never even
attended? Ian Ellis, who seems just as skeptical as Kari about the budgetary allotment Elliv receives,
was a presenter at last year's show. If he doesn't approve of the money spent on Elliv, then why was
he an active participant?
Also, in the article he suggests using creativity, such as "advertisements and other fundraisers" so
that the "primary goals" of SGA would not have to be compromised. SGA is currently working
toward such goals for the present and the future.
Kari states that half of the costs of Elliv are covered by tickets sales, but still questions if the Elliv
budget could be spent on "student organizations and leadership opportunities." The last time I
checked, my e-mail inbox contains invitations on a nearly daily basis to attend Excel Leadership
Initiatives or join some sort of Ministry Team or small group. Cedarville is currently overflowing with
student orgs (check the section dedicated to them in last year's yearbook for proof).
The budget for those orgs and leadership opportunities certainly does not seem to be suffering. In
light of this, Elliv receiving a quarter of the SGA budget seems very reasonable.
I work on a committee for Elliv, and I can testify to the fact that we work very hard to stay within
budget, while giving the students a great night of entertainment to cap off the semester.
College is about out-of-class experiences as well as academic learning, and Elliv is a great example
of how the student body can come together and unify through a night of amazing fun. If the primary
goal of SGA is to exist, as Kari states, as "the representative voice of the students," it seems that the
students have spoken.
Elliv is the most popular one-night event on campus. Anyone who went to last year's Elliv will tell
you that the price they spent on the ticket and any money spent from the SGA budget was well worth
it.
Kari has not been to Elliv, nor seen the DVD they sold of the show. My advice to her is to go to the
show this year and experience what she seems so skeptical about. Hopefully her opinion will change.
- Jason Ney

The Passion Presents
Much to Consider, Enjoy
Carrie Schaeffer
Editor in Chief

was both beautiful and terrifying.
The viewer was never sure if the
creature was a man or a woman.
On his web site devoted to The
Passion, Gibson said, "Evil is
alluring, attractive. It looks good,
almost normal, and yet not quite.
That is what I tried to do with the
Devil in the film. That's what evil
is about: taking something good
and twisting it a little bit."
Always on the lookout for his
torical and theological accuracy, I
did find some problems with the
film.
For one thing, the film is from a
predominantly Catholic view
point, with a significant focus on
Mary, which is understandable
because of Gibson's own devout
Catholic faith. As a Catholicinfluenced movie, The Passion
focuses more on the 14 Stations
of the Cross than the Gospels.
These "stations" include
Christ's condemnation by Pilate,
His receiving of the cross, three
separate falls under the weight of
the cross, a meeting with Mary
along the Via Dolorosa, the wip
ing of His face by a woman
named Veronica, the crucifixion,
and the presentation of His body
to Mary, plus five others that are
found in the Gospel accounts.
Almost all of the 14 Stations
were represented in The Passion.
The problem with this is that
many of the movie’s most touch
ing scenes are extrabiblical.
Nowhere does the Bible say that
Jesus stumbled on His way to
Golgotha. And nowhere does it
speak of His meeting Mary along
the way, of His face being wiped
by anyone, or of His body being
presented to Mary after it was
taken from the cross.
Though these things could have
happened, they are all images
from the Catholic tradition and
not based on actual scripture.
Gibson also seemed to rely
heavily on Renaissance paintings
for his visual image of Christ.
For instance, Jesus’ long hair and
his carrying the full cross were
both ideas o f Renaissance
painters and not rooted in histori
cal accuracy.
In fact, most
Jewish men of Jesus' time had
short hair, and crucifixion vic
tims carried only the top beam of
the cross.

On Wednesday, February 25,
Mel Gibson's controversial new
movie The Passion o f the C hrist
was released in theaters. I was
privileged enough to go to an
early showing on Tuesday,
February 24.
Like many who have seen the
movie, I was moved by the
images of Christ's suffering and
death. It is hard not to cry while
actually seeing what our Lord
went through for us. Because of
the film's content, "enjoy" is not
a word I can really use to
describe it.
Gibson brought several things
to the film for which I applaud
him. Through his portrayal, he
transcended age-long stereo
types that have stunted our view
of the Biblical characters.
Foremost in my mind is his
portrayal of Christ. Gibson's
Christ was not a thin, introvert
ed, brooder as seen in many pre
vious Jesus movies, but strong,
cheerful, and wise. He showed
love and compassion without
being weak. He clearly enjoyed
life and the people around him.
Although gruesome, I also
appreciated the fact that Gibson
did not leave much of Christ's
sufferings to the imagination.
Unlike the films where a clean,
bloodless Jesus hangs on the
cross, the Christ of The Passion
truly was wounded for our trans
gressions through graphic and
brutal beatings that left him
weak and unable to carry the
cross.
Another character that usually
gets what I believe to be an
unfair portrayal is Pontius Pilate.
Normally, Pilate is presented
only as a weak governor who
bows to the pressure of the peo
ple. In The Passion, however,
Pilate is the most well-devel
oped character. Gibson drew on
the writings of Jewish historian
Josephus to sculpt the character
and used interaction with Pilate's
wife, Claudia, to show his strug
gle over what to do with Christ.
I also thought that the portray
al o f Satan was excellent.
Typically, we think of Satan as
ugly and male.
However,
Gibson’s Satan, played by
Please See Passion page 9
actress Rosalinda Celantano,
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Americans Go On Lawsuit Diet
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Jeremy W ikler
Columnist
This proclamation has been
made by nearly every people
group across the world. In
response, proud Americans have
recently decided to tackle this
prevalent issue. And they're
going to do it the only way they
know how: awkwardly.
That's right. Instead of follow
ing the trend of the many other
nations in the world, we are
going to solve our eating prob
lem in a completely American
way. We refuse to implement
this whole eating less method.
Rather, we choose to sue the
companies that make food.
Oh yes. If a chocolate candy
bar wrapper doesn't tell me that
it may not be good for me, how
am I supposed to know? Do
they expect the American public

to use common sense? 1 surely
hope not.
We don't ask these companies
to slap a massive warning label
on each and every wrapper; we
demand it. And they'd better
hand at least a million bucks
over to little chubby Charlie or
else his mommy is going to be
furious.
I get the feeling that some of
these companies truly expect
that Americans have common
sense. That, my friends, is a
ridiculous presupposition.
I mean, take Nascar for
instance. Americans are con
stantly complaining about rising
gas prices. It has been speculat
ed that some states may see
prices hit well over two dollars a
gallon this summer.
Meanwhile, we sit in our Lazy
Boy chairs and shake our heads
at these news reports. Then, we

flip the channel over to a bunch of
cars racing around in circles.
Hello! People, cars require gas.
We are wasting this natural
resource on cars that are just going
in circles.
Please set your Snickers bar down
for a minute and listen to me.
Common sense is obviously not
innate to the American people.
Therefore, the most logical way to
handle our overeating disorder is to
sue the companies that make food.
Honestly, I love this mindset.
"Hey, I'm fat. It must be because
of food. I'm going to sue those
people that make food."
Really, this is the best rational we
have in our arsenal. So, let's imple
ment it. If we're successful, maybe
we can stop these evil, oppressive
companies from manufacturing
food altogether. Yeah, we'll see
who looks foolish then!

S tu d e n t F a ce s
Emily Thompson
Junior
Early Childhood
Education
Where are you from?
W heatfield, Indiana (It's
smaller than Cedarville!)
What dorm do you live in?
Mad Ox

am an education major and
she is a nursing major. No,
really, we get along pretty
well. We have been room
mates for three years. But she
is graduating this May.
What's
your
favorite Farewell, Rachel dear! (Watch
out for those bags of vul
quote?
"No love, no friendship can tures!)
cross our path without leav
ing some mark forever." What was your favorite
childhood cartoon?
-Unknown
Have a vision for the Hindu world?
"Animaniacs" and "Pinky and
What are your plans for the Brain"
Don’t know where to begin?
after graduation?
What was your best vaca
Getting a job teaching first tion?
Come with us this summer to India and the
grade in a public school and Going to Florida when I was
paying off college loans!
eleven with my parents and
one of my older brothers to
If you could take one class visit Disney World and
over again at Cedarville, Universal
Studios.
You
which one would it be and haven't lived until you have
ridden the Twilight Zone
why?
Either New Testament or Old Tower o f Terror, hugged
Minnie Mouse, and ridden on
Testament—they were awe
Back to the Future.
some! The Bible will never
be "boring" again! Life is not Have you ever gotten in
complete until you have seen trouble with an RA and
Drs. M iller and Hoffeditz how?
make the Bible come alive— My RA gently reminds me to
standing on chairs, if neces not laugh so loudly during
sary.
quiet hours. I can't help it—
most funny things happen
What's your favorite or after 11 p.m., and if I don't
most embarrassing college laugh I'll explode!
Titani about Hindu ailluro.and rdigiiJfMltsttM'rlitrw St?siture .kissis,
memory?
f^ S S JS S S . slay in Hindu homes, practice what you ve learned.
Being stopped by Campus Where do you see yourself
aft It may just be the most challenging shortterm trip you'll ever
Safety because the person I in ten years?
was
with had a wrench in Hopefully married, with one
V y sd eyesno...
their pocket and looked sus child, perhaps substitute
picious. (Note that the offi teaching, and serving in a
cer walked up behind me church by teaching Sunday
right after I said jokingly School or playing the piano in
MS Darsftan 2004 is the Hindn-cyan^ciism trade of the (Mstar
"Yeah, and I am going to get the worship service. I would
W Summer'Iraming and Outreach Pribram series. Taught
into trouble with Campus also like to write and publish
iry missk»writs, it aHijiksda^MHii training with
Safety now, too!") We children's books and poetry.
of
in oppominiti.es
any trouble, but
^ —l... exposure andweren't
practical
for it Oh yeah, hopefully fmost
\
the
college
loans
will
be
paid
June 26 - A ug. 2,2004— $3500
wasn funny.
(Hitrearh among Hindu
immunities.
■'
off by then too!
Application Dearftirve:Aprii 15,2004
r
.
Describe your relationship
tjgiu&tke
For more information contact Carolyn
with your roommate:
fMSteKfetsf
www.christar.org
at carobn@dhn5tanocg
Love/hate relationship. She
loves hating the fact that I C om piled by Lydia Schnitiger

H

What's
your
favorite
verse?
Well, there are a ton that 1
could mention, but probably
Psalm 48:14, Isaiah 40:28
31, and 1 Peter 2:9-10.
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Christianity and Politics Not to Mix
Except When Joined with Service
Karley Hood
Columnist
No Christian should just be a
politician.
Now, I know that the readers of
this article have strongly divided
opinions concerning the issue of
Christians and politics. I know
that some believe strongly in
Christian involvement, and some
believe that Christians shouldn't
be involved at all. In this light, I
know that the statement I just
made may immediately raise
some questions.
However, I propose that no
matter how one views the issue,
no follower of Jesus Christ
should be involved in politics by
itself. Instead, every Christian
who is ever involved in even
voting should be a social activist
first.
Jesus Christ was not a politi
cian. He couldn't have cared less
about the political climate in His
area, except where it concerned
godly living (Matt. 16:21). The
Jews even killed Him because
they thought He was concerned
about politics, in the form of a
revolt against the Romans. In
reality, Christ was concerned
about souls.
Paul also judged political
issues moot alongside of spiritu
al issues. For example, consider
the Roman-era issue of slavery.
Paul exhorted slaves to serve

r

their masters in a godly fashion
(Eph. 6:5), but never gave them
his opinions on slavery. He did
n't say more to Philemon except
to encourage him to free his
slave since the latter had
become a believer (Ph. 10-17).
However, Paul was aggres
sively involved in helping peo
ple. He organized financial sup
port of widows and churches,
did many miracles such as heal
ings and exorcisms, and did
much more that could be classi
fied as social activism.
Throughout the history of
Christianity, activism has been a
crucial part of Christian life.
Countless charities and pro
grams have been started and
maintained by Christians eager
to follow Christ's example of
helping others, especially those
trapped on the fringes of society.
And then there's us. Don't get
me wrong; many Christians
today are involved in wonderful
programs dedicated to humani
tarian purposes. However, I
think that there are also many
other Christians who seem to
think that politics and legislation
are the way to solve the prob
lems of society.
This is erroneous. The very
reason that welfare exists, for
example, is because somewhere
in history community activism
fell to the wayside in America's
churches. They stopped provid
ing support for those families

who couldn't support them
selves, and those families had to
look elsewhere.
No amount of political debate
is going to equal the impact of
someone or some church provid
ing money to a needy family, and
no amount of political involve
ment is going to do as much as
people—Christians, following
the example and command of
Christ—being actively involved
in their communities, in charity,
and in their churches.
Last semester, SGA hosted a
political forum titled "Cedarville
Politically Incorrect." During
that forum, a statement was
made that haunts me to this day.
In speaking about issues such as
abortion and welfare, it was said
that "you've got to know the peo
ple who will be affected by the
issues." And wouldn't we only be
hypocrites if we didn't?
It's not hard to become social
ly involved. Programs such as
Operation Christmas Child and
the "adoptions" that World
Vision offers are easy to apply
for and get involved in.
Even though most Christians
will never impact a law or be
governor of a state, every single
one can be involved in changing
lives through activism.
After all, changing lives is
close to our Lord's heart. Why
not ours?

Cedar Faces
Toi King
Education
Department
Secretary
What do you do at
Cedarville?
I am an administrative assis
tant to Dr. Bassett (chair of
the Education Department)
and office manager.
How long have you had
this job?
Since August 1978
Do you have any amusing
stories about your job?
I gave Dean Rickard a box
of "candy" only it was limburger cheese. He in return
spread the cheese all over
my desk.
What is your
verse?
Isaiah 26:3,4

favorite

What's
your
favorite
quote?
"Live well, laugh often, love
much"
What brought you to
Cedarville?
My former roommate in
1972 suggested that I apply
for the chapel/church atten
dance position, so I did!
What was your best spring
break ever?
yl^don't generally go any

Unusual Sighting of the Week

where over spring break. If I
did, I would love to go to Myrtle
Beach and walk the beach.
If you could have a super
power that would help you at
your job what would it be?
I would like a talking computer.
Computers are great when they
work, but when they don't you
wish they could communicate
what is wrong.
Where do you see yourself in
five years?
Working here at the university
Who's your hero and why?
I love people and admire several
so I don't have one hero. I have
several!
Any last advice?
Keep your eyes focused on the
Lord and the communication
line open to Him. Always talk
with Him no matter how you are
feeling. He will draw you close
to Him and will not fail you.

C om piled by L ydia S c h n ittg e y

CEDARS
is accepting applications for the 2004-2005 school year.
Students from all majors may apply.
These staff positions are open for the 2004-2005 school year:
.
.
•
•
•
.
•
•
.
•
.

Reporters for all sections
Reviewers: Music, Theater, Film, Concerts, Books
Columnists: Humor or Opinion
Cartoonists
News Editor
Arts & Entertainment Editorthe
Graphic Design and Production Editor
Copy Editor
Photographers
Business and Circulation Manager
Advertising Manager

Job descriptions, qualifications, and an application form at:
http://www.cedarville.edu/cedars

What’ll it be?

Applications will be reviewed starting March 22,2004.
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Off-campus Living, Cooking Offers
Better Diet Than Weight Watchers
Dan Alburger
Staff Columnist
I'm a library worker at heart.
I've been officially working in
libraries since I was twelve.
This probably broke child labor
laws, so I wasn't technically
hired until I was fourteen. I have
been a library employee for the
past nine years, and I now work
at the Centennial Library here
on campus.
This past Saturday I was actu
ally in the library from 10:00
a.m. until I closed the library at
9:00 p.m. That's hardcore. One
of the jobs I have when I open is
to take the newspapers and put
them on the sticks. I keep all the
ads from the newspapers and
then look through them during
the day.
One of the advertisements I
was going through was for
Lazarus-Macy's. I don't typical
ly shop at either of these stores,
mostly because I feel that if I
had $3000 I would rather buy a
small car than a bedroom linens
set.
In this specific catalog there
was a 10-piece cookware set for
$550. Mind you, this was the
sale price. The actual price "if
bought separately" was $946.
Since Saturday I have been
made aware that these pans
"will last so that your grandkids
will be able to use them," but if
I were to buy these pans, I
wouldn't be able to afford grand
kids. I quickly put down the

Lazarus-Macy's catalogue and
began to leaf through JC Penny's.
Penny's is more my style. WalMart is decidedly my style.
(Actually, people giving me
things pro bono is my style.)
Penny's had cookware, and I
was almost afraid to check the
price when I saw that this collec
tion was a 32-piece set. But,
being me, I looked, and was
pleasantly surprised to see that
this set was only $50. So here's
the deal: a 32-piece for $50 or a
10-piece for $550. Seems like a
pretty easy choice to me.

If you are male, you're
probably asking, "Why
exactly were you looking
at the cookware in the
first place? Were you
that bored?"
If you are male, you're probably
asking, "Why exactly were you
looking at the cookware in the
first place? Were you that bored?"
Well, yes, but I was looking at the
kitchen things because I like to
cook.
I'm actually a really good cook
(ask the cute, dark-haired nurse),
though my talents have been
repressed lately. I live off cam
pus, mainly so I can cook my own
food.
I have nothing against Chuck's
(though after some ill-fated cam
paign posters freshman year, I

think Chuck's has a problem with
me), but last year I ate maybe six
meals a week. And paid for four
teen. My schedule just wasn't con
ducive to the hours the cafeteria
was open, so I didn't eat. It hap
pens.
I moved off campus to a house
with a kitchen that is actually
quite nice. Since I moved here
sometime in August, I have
cooked one dinner. I have made
some sandwiches, some cookies
and brownies, and a lot of "real"
breakfasts, but beyond that, the
resource of my kitchen is wasted
on me (for a number of reasons
which I won't get into 'cause I
don't want to get beat up).
So I just don't eat. I go to Taco
Bell every Wednesday night at
10:30 ("TBW"), a tradition which
I have participated in every week
for the past three years (shout-out
to Keyle and Pip!). TBW is my
meal of the week.
Besides that I snack. The word
"snack" here means "drink juice."
Many people gain the infamous
"freshman fifteen" when they
attend college. I lose weight.
I've learned that if you don't
have body fat, you get colder
quicker, a talent that really never
comes in handy unless you want
to sympathize with your grand
mother who is always cold.
So there. Come to the library
and ask questions. We love that.
Also, I exhort you, my loyal read
ers, to appreciate Chuck's because
sometimes life doesn't give choic
es. Much like voting for SGA.

Passion
C o n tin u e d from p a g e 6
Gibson also stayed with the
traditional placement of the nails
— in the palms of Christ's hands
—yet most scholars now believe
that the nails would have been
driven through the bones of the
wrists to offer the body more
support.
Despite all this and several
other concerns, the main mes
sage of The Passion stayed the
same and meshed with scripture.
What bothered me the most
about this film was the hype that
surrounded it. Many Christians
loudly proclaimed it as "the
greatest witnessing tool in 2,000
years." Here at Cedarville we
even centered our Day of Prayer
around the theme of Christ's
Passion and received daily e
mails reminding us to take our
unsaved friends to see the
movie.
The Pa ssion might

generate more questions
than it answers for
the unbeliever...
The problem I see in all this is
that we are throwing too much
stock into a movie's ability to
reach the unsaved; we seem to
be forgetting that for 2,000 years
people have been coming to
Christ without the aid of The
Passion o f The Christ.
Besides, a movie doesn't bring
people to Christ; the Holy Spirit
brings people to Christ. God
could just as easily bring the
unsaved unto himself without
this film.

As far as being a witnessing
tool is concerned, The Passion
might generate more questions
than it answers for the unbeliev
er—something I do not deem
bad as long as answers are
obtained from truthful sources.
It is good to remember, however,
that the purpose of this movie is
to show what Christ went
through in His death; it is not
necessarily a gospel presenta
tion.
Therefore, those without a
basic knowledge of scripture
may simply find themselves lost
in the violence.
Knowing this, do not be afraid
to be moved by this film or to
gain a better appreciation for
Christ's death through it.
If you have not yet seen The
Passion, I recommend that you
do so. It truly is a beautiful
depiction of Christ's love for us.
The artistry and music are
superb and will draw you in. Do
keep in mind, though, that it is
exceptionally graphic and rides
heavily on Catholic tradition.

Young's Jersey Dairy
"In science it often happens that scientists say, "You
know that's a really good argument; my position is
mistaken," and then they would actually change their
minds and you never hear that old view from them

A Working Farm
Two Restaurants
Homemade Ice
Cream
Petting Zoo
Friendly Service
Two S ift Shops
Homemade Donuts

Udders & Putters
Miniature So If
Catered Sroup
Picnics
Sreat Sandwiches
Covered & Heated
Tee Driving Range
Sreat Study Break!

Best Milkshake in Ohio (Ohio Magazine)
Best Ice Cream in the Region (Region's Business Reader’s Poll)
#1 Attraction in the Dayton-Springfeld Area (Dayton Business
Journal)

One mile north of Yellow Springs on Route 68

like that happened in politics or religion."

937-325-0629 cows@youngsdairy.com

-Carl Sagan, astronomer and writer

Dairy Store Hours — 6 am to 10 pm Sun-Thurs

www.youngsdairy.com
6 am to 11 pm Fri & Sat

ft

Family
Young's!

it should, because scientists are human and change
I cannot recall the last time something

Ju st

Fun at

again. They really do it. It doesn't happen as often as
is sometimes painful. But it happens every day.

No Bull.
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r First DayTony Awards^
Libby Shortt
Contributing W riter
We've all heard the thank-you
speeches of actors, directors,
and producers at the Golden
Globes, Oscars, and the Tony's
in far-off cities, but this year
the glitz and glamour of New
York and Hollywood comes to
the Miami Valley.
Dayton area theaters plan to
host the first annual "DayTony"
awards after a year of observ
ing, critiquing, and voting.
The DayTonys (rather than
the Dayton Tony Awards)
began when a group of theater
critics and fans wanted to cre
ate a theater community in
Dayton to allow area theaters to
interact with one another.

The DayTony's mission
is to...increase commu
nication between the
various not-for-profit
theater organizations in
the Miami Valley.
Led by Greg Smith of the
Dayton Theatre Guild, the
DayTony's mission statement is
"to inspire growth, increase
communication and coopera
tion between the various notfor-proft producing theater
organizations in the Miami
Valley, broaden the experience
levels of Miami Valley artists
by promoting better under
standing of the region’s produc
ing organizations and encour
age cross participation, and
increase public awareness of
the diverse theatrical offerings
and wealth of local talent in the
Miami Valley."
Community, college, and pro
fessional theaters are involved
in the DayTony Awards. The
only criterion to be accepted
into the DayTony pool is
receiving a letter from the lead
ers of the DayTonys. At the
beginning of the theater season
(last summer), the leaders of
the DayTony awards extended
such invitations to a number of
area theaters.
The DayTony awards are
determined through a five-point
ballot system with one being
the lowest and five being the
highest. Categories critiqued
include costuming, acting, set

design, and lighting. All eligible
productions are rated by five
observers, then reviewed and tal
lied at the end of the season in
July.
Each theater involved in the
DayTonys must send a represen
tative to assigned performances
at the other theaters. These rep
resentatives then observe the
show and critique the perform
ance.
Since the Cedarville University
Theater is a member of the
DayTony award pool, other
members of the DayTony theater
group have observed perform
ances here, and Cedarville has
sent representatives to other the
ater performances.
The representatives can be fac
ulty or students, but not paid the
atrical critics.
At present, all theaters compete
against one another for the
awards. The community and col
lege actors of Dayton compete
against the professional actors of
Dayton for the same awards and
recognition. Cedarville theater
performances and actors are eli
gible to receive a DayTony for
participating in a production.
Although this is how the
awards are determined this year,
there are plans to "tweak" it in
the future. This "tweaking" will
attempt to even the playing field
so that those theaters that have
less access to professional acting
and funding still have a chance
to receive awards.
This exciting new opportunity
is "bringing theaters together for
the first time," according to
Dayton
reporter
Russell
Florence, Jr.
The theaters included in the
DayTony Awards for 2003-2004
are Actor's Theatre Ensemble,
Beavercreek
Community
Theater, Brookville Community
Theatre, Cedarville University,
Dayton Playhouse, Dayton
Theatre Guild, Human Race
Theatre, Playhouse South,
Rising Phoenix Theatre, Sinclair
Community College, Tipp City
Players, Theatre Under the Stars,
Town Hall Theatre, University
o f Dayton, Young at Heart
Players, and the Victoria
Theater.
The first annual DayTony
Awards will be held at the
Dayton Marriot on Monday,
August 16, 2004. For more
information contact Greg Smith
at the Dayton Theatre Guild.
/

"And Now, a Word from Our Scholar..."
Deborah Haffey, Professor of Communication Arts
"Top Eight Speeches Ever Written"
1. "I Have a Dream" by Martin Luther King
This speech is lyrical in its rhythm and fluid in its flow of ideas. It brought black and white
together to realize that the condition of black Americans must change, and that the responsibili
ty rests with us all. Watch this on video if you can. It's a study to watch his complete physical
control and hear the soaring emotion of his voice.
2. "Ain't I a Woman" by Sojourner Truth
This is a short piece delivered by a runaway slave, and written down by someone in the audi
ence. She contrasts how she has been treated all of her life to how the white women she served
were treated, and asks over and again, "Ain't I a woman?"
3. Mars Hill Sermon by the Apostle Paul
This sermon is an excellent example of logic and audience adaptation. He presents us a master
piece showing us how to begin where our audience is as we try to speak to them of Christ. While
he begins where they are, he progresses logically until the need for salvation through Christ is
clearly evident.
4. "The Solitude of Self' by Elizabeth Cady Stanton
Stanton was a suffragist and wrote many treatises on the need to allow women to vote. This is a
highly reasoned argument that still resonates today in the hearts of people. She argues that
because we each travel the most threatening moments of life and especially death alone, we
should each have basic human rights that allow us to make important life decisions.
5. "The Gettysburg Address" by Abraham Lincoln
This speech so concisely and elegantly summarized Lincoln's reason the United States needed to
fight the Civil War. In my opinin, it is one of the best speeches to study in order to understand
how to make a speech cohesive.
6. Mary's Magnificat in Luke 1
After learning that she will give birth to Christ and upon meeting Elizabeth, Mary sings this often
overlooked song of glory to God for His sovereign control over our destinies.
7. "St Crispin's Day" from Henry V
This speech will remind you of William Wallace's speech in Braveheart. It is a fine example of
persuasion, relying heavily on pathos, the appeal to personal connections. If possible watch the
video. Kenneth Branaugh makes the speech lyrical.
8. Barbara Bush's speech to the women of Wellesley
A lot of notoriety surrounded this speech, because the women of Wellesley argued that Mrs. Bush
had only been invited to speak at their commencement because she was married to the presi
dent—she had no major personal credits to her name. Mrs. Bush took Mrs. Gorbachev with her
(a coup in itself) and spoke of the importance of the home in her life and in the nation's life.

Fine Hotel Lodging in Cedarville

Word of the
Week:

hearthstone Inn & Suites
Cwiamstv, Ok\

de-fen-es-trate,
verb

to throw out of
a window
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Spring Styles Take
Lesson from the ‘5Os,
Add New Touches

Poetry Contest Winners
1st Place
Raindrops in the Afternoon

Ohio Fall

By Erin Clipner

By Becky Gross

They came that afternoon.
You remember which one,
when your mother wore that wide green sash—
the one she loved so—with her pink party dress
and her wide-brimmed straw hat that she wore
when she trimmed the roses and thinned the car
rots,
thick and leaning in the warm earth of the garden.
You were in the tree.

Hills grazing—pregnant of
bones, fall leaves, and
Katherine Anne's chunk of
dead rock leaning against
that tree. I

*

Sharon Girouard
Contributing Writer
"So," you ask yourself, "what
should I wear this spring?" Well
if you are girly and like to
flounce, why not try the 1950's
inspired swinging skirts in pas
tels, particularly pink. Put a
cardigan on or pull a Bardot col
lar off your shoulders and you
will look like you just stepped
out of D irty D ancing: Havana
Contributed
Bardot collared shirts are very chic.
Nights.
Don't forget the ballet flats, one
thing I am grateful for. Now you ly at thrift stores. Talk about
don't have to feel so bulky in inventing your own style! This is
the ultimate way to do it short of
platform shoes.
making your own clothing. You
can make skirts out of old dress
I am a strong advocate of es, find outrageous 1970's pants,
vintage clothing bought and unique 1980's blouses.
Larger cities generally have good
very cheaply at thrift
vintage clothing stores but thrift
stores. Talk about
stores can be found everywhere
If you are more on the mascu
inventing your own style!
line side try flat-front pants with
This is the ultimate
no cargo pockets. Really
guys..... cargos have been in how
way to do it.
many years now? Don't you get
Or if you don't like the look of tired of the same thing? Try pants
rounded toe shoes, try shoes with that are fitted at the top with
an elongated pointed toe. These straight (not tapered) pants legs.
shoes look great with flare or And no! I do not advocate 1980's
straight leg jeans, pencil skirts, or pegged jeans for those of you
who were wondering.
wide-leg dress pants.
Long mops of hair look cool
What about accessories?
Boldly colored enameled metal but kinda scraggly. Comb them
or plastic bracelets and earrings back a little.
If you are planning on buying
With more funky outfits are a
nice change from the usually sil some new collared shirts, the tra
ditional Cuban collared shirt with
ver jewelry..
For going out on the town try a four pockets on the front adds
dressy off the shoulder blouse style.
Dressing up? Try square-toed
(the legacy of the 80's, only bet
ter this time around) with jeans patent leather shoes under flator a skirt and brightly colored front dress pants. The ghetto fab
style of flashy, baggy clothing is
shoes to match the blouse.
Bold prints on shirts are even as awesome as ever. They've got
tnore fun in neon colors. Put a the right idea with bold, mono
tailored blazer over the color if chromatic colors.
Spice up your style with ele
you want to tone down a bit.
Hair styles have been pretty ments of other styles. Try some
•nuch the same in America for thing different if you are usually
the last couple years. Stick conservative; alter that outfit just
straight hair almost always looks slightly if you aren't too daring.
nice but let's change that flipped You will keep your look updated
°ut look. How about trying this way.
Embrace new colors on polos.
Waves or soft, flowing curls? The
curls would be an interesting Pale blue, lime green, mint green,
contrast to a more punk look in yellow, and bright red are colors
you don't see worn often enough.
clothing.
I am a strong advocate of vin See if some of these colors work
tage clothing bought very cheap- for your wardrobe.

2nd Place

The one your mother liked to keep
to shade her guests from the heat
of the afternoon sun
as they talked of things
you were too little to understand.
Or at least that's what Mother told you,
shushing you away into the house
with her pale green garden gloves.
The rain trickled in slowly that day.
You remember
how it licked your face with its cool kisses,
leaving streaks,
like tears,
on your own pale party dress.

sit besides her soaking in
the sunlight while
nearby someone else is
drowning even deeper
beneath the surface. The
sinker asks me to
introduce Katherine, but
I'm not the one who
knows her: maybe the nearby
little lamb guarding
a-top a stone the
name fading in lichen. I
walk through the beautiful
debris death has left me.
No, not "me."

And away went mother's guests
who wore their own yellows and blues and greens
and walked slowly to their automobiles,
hiding from the spattering of tears,
from the oppressive clouds that hung carefully
over
the garden.
And the tree's branches bent,
that day, in the wind.
And you watched the rain fall
from your favorite spot by the kitchen window
with you face pressed against the glass,
wetted by your own tears.
And the sky wet your sidewalk and your patio and
your favorite tree—
the one your mother liked to keep
to shade her guests from the heat—
with its own tears.

Congratulations!
3rd place winner:
josh Wallace
4th place winner:
Nate Andrews
5th place winner:
Karen Mowrer

J
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Concerts in Bars Not Acceptable to
Administration, Alcohol or Not

Out & About
The Beautiful Troy, Ohio
Jacki Kari

Cindy Rich
Contributing W riter
Dean Smith's recent e-mail
about a concert at a local lounge
has raised discussion over the
rule prohibiting students from
attending concerts at bar venues.
Many students were surprised
by the rule; others were sur
prised by the severity of the
punishment; still others have
shrugged it off, with no interest
in attending such concerts—or
no interest in taking the rule
seriously.
Like many students, sopho
more Brandi Biggar didn't know
that there was a rule, though she
"assumed it would be there."
Senior James Ritchey admitted
to knowing the rule, but said, "I
didn't see any specific relation
ship to music mentioned. It was
also buried in the student hand
book, and I had to use the little
search engine to find it."
Dean Purple noted the same
thing. "You may have to enter
'bars and nightclubs' in the
search engine, but if you do, the
rule will come up."
One problem, as noted by
Ritchey, is that the rule against
attending bars and nightclubs
does not appear in the music
section of the student handbook.
If students reference the hand
book media section, they will
find guidelines on the what
music is appropriate, but noth
ing related to acceptable concert
locations.
The rule against attending bars
and nightclubs appears in the
section prohibiting dance, and
also, as Dean Smith pointed out,

Poetry
C o n tin u e d from p a g e 7
announced at the contest.
First prize, a gift certificate to
Barnes & Noble, went to junior
Erin Clipner. Juniors Becky
Gross, Josh Wallace and Nate
Andrews won second through
fourth place, respectively, and
senior Karen Mowrer placed
fifth. All received antique books
of poetry.
Each prize was donated, so all
the money raised by the contest
went to AKD.
Some students who did not

in the "grocery list" of offenses
and their punishments.
If students do, for whatever
reason, choose to attend a con
cert at a bar venue, the ramifica
tions
are
significant:
"Employment or attendance at a
bar, nightclub, etc." will get you
twenty-four demerits and dis
missal.
Regardless of whether or not
students are fully aware of the
rule (or whether they fully
understand it—especially the
"etc."), it does exist. And it exists
in the face of all sorts of criti
cism.
One common argument against
the rule is that restaurants like
Applebee's are allowed because
they offer full food service in
addition to a bar. Why, students
wonder, if they can attend a bar
and grill for the grill can they not
attend a bar and concert venue
for the concert venue?
Dean Purple explained that the
rule allowing restaurants is by
default. Were the school to pro
hibit students from frequenting
such restaurants, fast food would
submit poetry, or whose poetry
did not win, participated in an
open mic time at the reading.
According to AKD president
Lindsay Marks, the organization
has existed for about two years
and is a part of Sigma Tau Delta,
the International English Honors
Society.
"Our organization is made up
of English majors, chosen by
professors in the English depart
ment for their outstanding work
in their field," said Marks.
Since AKD does not receive
school funding, this competition
was meant to raise money for
AKD and promote creative writ

he the nicest food allowable. He
also noted, "You can get music
other places; it's hard to find
decent restaurants without bars."
Some suggest that the school
keep a list of "approved" bars,
some of which have no alcohol
nights or all-age nights for con
certs. Dean Purple called that
possibility a "monitoring night
mare."
"Places change hands, times and
dates change—there's no possible
way we could keep up," he said.
Instead of specific lists, the uni
versity has to make general state
ments that fit across the board.
Other would-be concert-goers
argue that they're spiritually
strong enough to handle the
atmosphere. Some even claim
that the concerts would be wit
nessing opportunities.
The university's response to this
argument is balanced: while
Christian liberty is a reality, so is
institutional responsibility.
"With 3,000 students," Dean
Purple said, "it's impossible to
know everyone's intentions and
motives. Some parents may let
their kids go, but the parent-child
ratio is very different from the
administration-student
ratio.
We're doing the best we can with
in our parameters."
He also noted, "At some point,
we have to take seriously the
issue of the stronger versus the
weaker brother. The liabilities
here far outweigh any benefits.
And if students want to witness,
they have many other avenues to
do so."
The rule prohibiting any bar
attendance is not being consid
ered for revision.
ing on campus.
"With all of the sporting events
going on, it seems that quite a
few non-sporting students get
passed over," said Marks. "We
have so many talented writers on
this campus and it is about time
they are able to share their work."
Above all, AKD wants to make
the campus aware of what is out
there in the literary world.
"In general, we hope to foster
an atmosphere of appreciation
for the arts (specifically litera
ture) so the entire campus may
benefit from, and contribute to,
the art world in a meaningful
way," said Marks.

Contributing W riter

College kids are notoriously poor. Because of this, I would
normally hesitate to recommend driving an hour to go somewhere
that does not even have an airport, let alone a decent music store.
However, if you need a change of scenery, Troy, Ohio, offers
some fun, viable options for a Saturday afternoon date.
First, Around About Books is a new and used bookstore that
boasts two levels and enough books, sold at half the publisher's
price, to keep this author entertained for a good month.
It's also conveniently attached to Winan's Fine Chocolate &
Coffeehouse, a shop that offers tempting chocolates made in their
own factory, syrups, beans, small gifts and cards, and drinks,
including a mean vanilla coconut steamer. There is also a small
movie theatre across the street, the Mayflower, which shows four
movies at a time if you're in the mood to catch a flick.
If the afternoon date morphs into a dinner date, the Piazza, a
trendy Italian restaurant, is a good choice. Both their delicious
pizzas and pasta dishes are served in generous portions. The pasta
dishes include home-baked bread served with a delectable house
butter and a salad.
Even though you may have had coffee at Winan's already (or,
hopefully, the fantastically good steamer) stop by The Night Sky,
a coffee shop/cafe that offers wireless Internet service.
The Night Sky, which schedules local musicians to play solely
or combined with an open mic night, will soon open an art
gallery/studio on its second floor. Its slogan, "Coffee and conver
sation," truly applies; it's cozy, and the drinks are served to your
table, so you can sit back, relax, and converse for hours.
Leave yourself an hour to get home, though, lest you be late for
.curfew—barring that, Troy is definitely a town to check out.

fttn? o r digital
B&W o r co lo r
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------------------------ Sports
Flag Boy Earns Title as Beloved
Cedarville Icon, Waves Goodbye
Brock Paine

Sporting Humor
"Did you Really Say That?"
G rand Prix Race A nnouncer: "The

Contributing Writer

lead car is absolutely, truly unique,
At the February 28 basketball
game, a Cedarville basketball
tradition ended. "Flag Boy," who
has run the blue Cedarville flag
before the game, during half
time, and after a win, made his
last official run.
The "Flag Boy" tradition began
four years ago. Normally, he
stood in the trumpet section of
the pep band, but just before the
game he traded his trumpet for a
heavy, dark blue flag with a yel
low "C," and dashed onto the
basketball court, stirring up the
fans to cheer and participate in
the game.
The student who runs the flag
says he didn't want his name
associated with his position
because "in many ways, that's

except for the one behind it w hich is
exactly identical to the one in front
of the sim ilar one in back."
Ringside Boxing Analyst: "Sure there
have been injuries and even some
deaths in boxing - but none of them
really that serious."

Swindler Auto Service
Your Certified Master Mechanic
W e Service Im p o rt an d D om estic
V ehicles. M ajo r to M in o r R epairs.
W elcom e C ederville C ollege S tu d en ts
D avid & B renda Sw indler

"Once you already know
you look ridiculous, you

2787 S. L im esto n e S tre e t (R l. 72)
S pringfield. O h io 45505
"It's o u r n am e, N ot o u r gam e"

don't have to worry
about making a fool of
yourself on the court."
not the real me out there. I
almost never act like that."
"Freshman year at pep band
practice, Dr. DiCuirci asked for
volunteers to run the flag, and
Dr. Sims told me it would be fun.
Whenever the team is a bit
behind at halftime and there’s the
impression that the crowd needs
to get back into the game, it's a
personal challenge," says Flag
Boy.
Although remarkable for his
style on the court, Flag Boy is
usually a very quiet mechanical
engineer. "It's kinda strange for
me—that isn’t at all my normal
personality. I get nervous with
public speaking," he says.
Why then, does he take such a
public position? "Once I started
it, I was having so much fun," he
answered. He enjoyed the games
and the competitive spirit, and
just kept running the flag.
Freshman year, Flag Boy began
putting together his own style.
He started wearing camouflage
pants, because his dad was in the
Army, and because they were
comfortable. As a member of the

i

A n d Staff!!
037-327-0744
1-888-825-1290
V isa'M astercard/D iscerver

Jackets Fan of the Week
pep band, he wore the pep band
shirt.
Sophomore year, he added the
blue CU basketball hat and
began to wear blue and yellow
face paint. Also in sophomore
year came the switch to a small
er but heavier flag.
The best thing about the face
paint: "Once you already know
you look ridiculous, you don't
have to worry about making a
fool of yourself on the court."
When a new pep band conduc
tor took over, Flag Boy instruct
ed him on the best songs to play
during the flag-running.
Flag Boy loved running the
flag, but the hardest thing was
the last thirty or forty seconds of
a game. Often, the teams will
use their remaining time-outs,
and Flag Boy would be standing
on the sidelines waiting to run—
all pumped up, but with nowhere
to spend his energy.
"I also have trouble playing my
favorite
song— "Hang
on

Sloopy"—because I'm never in
the trumpet section—usually. I'm
on the court!"
Since Flag Boy is graduating
this year and heading to China,
the question now occurs: who
will run the flag next year?
"I hope some freshman picks it
up next year and can do it the full
four years," Flag Boy said, "just
like I did. I didn't want to train
anyone, because each flag runner
must create their own style.
Once, someone tried copying my
style and it didn't work very
well."
Even after a four year career,
Flag Boy wishes he had done one
or two more things. He wished
that he had tried just once to spin
the flag over his head; however,
the flag is large and so awkward
that he never tried it.
Also, he is amused that he
never received a pizza for being
one of the most enthusiastic fans.
Still, he has immensely enjoyed
the entire experience.

S. McDivitt, Cedars

We know that's Nisha Strauch on the left, but who is that mysterious
other fan on the right?

4
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------------------------ Sports--------Florida and Hard Work Prepare Tennis Teams
Jonathan Kempe
Contributing W riter
Cedarville's Men's and
Women's Tennis teams have
high expectations as they head
out to Florida for spring break
this year. They both had good
seasons last year and only hope
to do better this year.
The women played very well
last year, winning the Regional
Tournament to advance to the
NAIA Nationals. They lost in
the first round of Nationals, but
finished with a 15-7 overall
record for the season.
As far as this year is con
cerned, they lost three seniors,
but only one had a regular spot
in the lineup.
Otherwise, they have some
very promising players coming
in who should help improve the
team's level of play. Sarah
Rogers commented, "we have a
freshman this year who is a solid
player and will play in one of the
top positions on the team."
The men's team also played
well last year against some very
tough teams. They finished with
a 15-13 overall record and
expect to do better this year.
Captain David Dice said,

r
L______

"Sophomore Ted Berry has
improved his game immensely
this season and will give our
team a very big lift."
The men's biggest concern is
their longtime rival Walsh. The
Yellow Jackets have fallen six
times in the past three years to
Walsh and desperately want to
beat them.
Senior GJ Flikweert has been
frustrated with Walsh for the
past few years, but is hopeful
nonetheless, "Every year we
come a little closer. Hopefully
this year we will be able to beat
them and win the AMC confer
ence."
As the weather warms and
spring approaches, the men and
women are both spending time
in the weight room and on the
courts preparing for what they
hope will be a very successful
season. The men practice twice
a week—one day conditioning,
one day of match play.
This weekend both teams head
down to Florida for an intense
week of practice where each
member of the team will have an
opportunity to challenge one
another for the top spots on the
team, as well as play three regu
lar season matches in Georgia.
The teams will then head back

big tournaments are after gradu
ation, so we'll actually stick
around for a few extra weeks,
which should be a lot of fun."

Player Profile
Fea tu rin g La u ren M a b le

Sarah Markas
Contributing W riter
It's hard to keep up with
Lauren Mable, at least when
she's on a track. The sopho
more elementary education
major
from
Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, has only been
competing in the sport for four
years, but she's set many
records in that short time.
"1 convinced my best friend
to run track with me my junior
year of high school and then
ran both my junior and senior
years."
During those two years,
Mable broke five school
records, placed 5th at the
Pennsylvania State Meet in
both the 100 and 400 meter
dash, and earned team MVP
honors her senior year.
Here on the Cedarville
indoor track, she is also break

to Ohio where they will continue
their season in the Midwest for
the rest of the year.
However, Flikweert adds, "The

ing records.
Recently, on
February 21, she lowered her
school record time in the 55
meter dash (7.32) and was a
member of the 4x200 meter
relay that also lowered an exist
ing school record (1:48.79) and

helped lead the team to a 2nd
place finish at the National
Christian
College
Indoor
Championships.
Her time in the 55 meter dash
also automatically qualified her
for NAIA Nationals to be held
March 4-6 in Tennessee.
"For the outdoor season, my
goal is to honor God with all
that I have. It doesn't matter to
me what events I do this year, I
just want to do all of them to the
best of my ability and honor
God through running. It's easy
to get caught up in the glory of
winning, but I aim to give that
glory to God."
Mable is also a member of the
Lady Jackets volleyball team.
This past fall, she lead the team
in kills (549), digs (754), and
service aces (57), and was
selected to the NCCAA All
American and AMC South
Division First Teams. She also
earned NAIA All-American

____________ A
honorable mention.
"When I'm not running or
playing volleyball, I like to
talk with my friends and fam
ily, bargain shop, scrapbook,
and rollerblade," Mable said.
Mable is very close to her
family. She enjoys being with
them and doing things togeth
er, whether that be "talking to
them, listening to them, play
ing games, singing, cooking,
driving in the car, shopping,
basically anything."
Even while she's at school,
she gets to see them fairly
often as they make numerous
trips to see her compete.
"Last year, they came to
visit me eight times and
already have been out five
times this school year with
plans for a few more trips to
watch me run," Mable said. "I
love it when they come!"

____________________________ )

Track
C o n tin u e d from p a g e 7
meet. I was glad to jump again
because it was fun," Ensslen said.
Sarah Mark ran well in the
5000, posting a meet best 17:43,
even though she was being trailed
by a girl from Roberts Wesleyan
for all but the last lap.
"I was happy to win, but I
wished it had been slower," Mark
said. "I was also so excited about
the meet. Our girls pulled togeth
er. We have a great group of
girls."
The men's distance medley
relay (DMR) came to town and
did very well. With three fresh
men and one junior, it would be
easy for other teams to write them
off.
They finished with an impres
sive third place, only five seconds
behind winner Roberts Wesleyan.
"We surprised a lot of people,"
DMR runner Pittman said. "No
one thought we'd do as well as we
did, but we were all out there to
have fun and to see what we
could do."
"We had a good performance,"
DMR runner Laskos said. "We
competed hard and had fun get
ting ready for the race. Also, we
tried to keep things in perspective
like who we ran for."
The track team is taking a lim
ited group of people to Johnson
City, Tennessee, on the first
weekend of March for the NAIA
national meet. After that, they
will start preparing for outdoor
season, which begins on March
20 at Indiana Wesleyan.
The indoor season is almost
over. The track team is excited to
continue their success into the
outdoor season.

It is said that if
you line up all
the cars in the
world end to
end, someone
would be stupid
enough to try
and pass them.

r
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Basketball Shoots for Championship

Yellow
Jackets
Scoreboard

Philip Buben
Contributing Writer
Dear parents of Cedarville's
basketball players:
I am writing to tell you that
your children are not being very
kind. They send all of their
opponents home crying and will
not share their victorious splen
dor. Their fierce vigor and chal
lenging attitude on the court
scares away all the other chil
dren from playing.
I am concerned for the hurt
feelings of the other kids. Please
encourage this ruthless behav
ior!
The Cedarville University
Yellow Jacket basketball teams
are on a rampage! Both teams
have reached new heights in
their own conferences as they
each look forward to the upcom
ing tournaments.
The Lady Jackets are a blazing
fire after defeating 20 straight
opponents.
Can they be
stopped? Many expect their pur
suit of victory to take them all to
the national championship!
Jackets standout Kari Flunker
said, "It was an amazing year.
We've done well so far handling
the [added] pressure. We have to
tune some things up but overall I
think we have a good chance of
tvinning it all."

"The Lady Jackets are a
blazing fire."
The girls have compiled a 31
2 record, tied for the best record
ever in Cedarville history. They
currently have a .939 winning
Percentage. They finished the
season ranked number two in the
division and were undefeated in
their conference with an 18-0
record.
The team's impact extends
beyond the obvious as Coach
Joy Fagan added about the team,
"Their ability to handle chal
lenges all along the way has
encouraged and inspired me."
With the AMC championship
title in their backpacks, these
extraordinary Lady Jackets will
travel to Sioux City, Iowa, to
battle for the national champi°nship. This appetite for a
National championship has been
grinding at their stomachs for a
year now, after the team's first
entrance into the NAIA national
tournament.
"The heightened concentration

'*

Men's Basketball
•2/17
2/21
2/28

Rio Grande*
Shawnee State*
Daemen

W
L
L

86-74
71-76
77-82

W
W
W

93-59
72-68
75-60

Women's Basketball
2/17
2/21
2/28

Rio Grande*
Shawnee State*
Daemen
Men's Indoor Track

2/21

2nd of 13

at NCCAA Indoor Nationals
Women's Indoor Track

2/21

2nd of l l

at NCCAA Indoor Nationals
Baseball

and excitement in preparation
are easy to see especially since
we know there is a target on our
backs," says freshman Stacie
Travis.
The team has been preparing
by bringing in new competition
such as scrimmaging against
guys to experiment with differ
ent opposition.
"It all comes down to how well
you play each and every game.
Every game has to be viewed as
the biggest game of the season,"
says senior wing Julie Stauffer.
Although the tournament is the
primary focus for this remark
able team, regardless of the out
come, an exciting adventure will
begin once this competition
ends. The Lady Jackets plan to
go on a missions trip to Brazil in
early May.
The Men's basketball team has
also engaged in an impressive
season.
They completed the regular
season with a 25-8 record, fin
ishing 8th in their division.
Following this successful sea
son the Yellow Jackets will trav
el to Point Lookout, Missouri,
for the NAIA nationals.
When asked if the team was
ready, Greg Guiler said, "To be
honest, I don't think we're ready.
This week will be a crucial one!
We have a lot of things to iron
out, and we will simply need to
work as hard as we can to pre
pare for the funnest event of the
season."
With a quick, mobile team and

a good "inside-out" presence, the
Jackets will be the team to beat.
Two pivotal wins were the
February 17 win over Rio
Grande, and the November 25
win over Wright State.
The crowd has raved, the oppo
nents have faltered, the enthusi
asm is building, but do these
Jackets have what it takes?
Led by three strong senior
stars, Guiler, Chamberlain, and
Gast, Cedarville has a legitimate
chance at the championship.
The teams agreed with Guiler
when he said, "Everybody wants
to beat Cedarville at home
because we have by far, the best
small college playing environ
ment in the country." This can
be attributed to our spectacular
fans.
The word is in: Missouri is a
great place for spring break! So
come on out and watch the
Yellow Jackets make history.

2/28

Georgetown

W, L

11-2, 3-7

W, W
L, W

7-0, 9-4
1-2, 2-0

Softball
2/28
2/28

Cumberland College
Cumberland University

Upcoming Events:
Indoor Track and Field
3/4
3/5
3/6

at NAIA Championships Johnson City, TN
at NAIA Championships Johnson City, TN
at NAIA Championships Johnson City, TN

TBD
TBD
TBD

Baseball
3/6
3/8
3/9
3/10
3/11
3/12
3/13
3/16
3/19

at Berea
at Warner Southern
Lincoln Christian
Philadelphia Biblical
at Webber Intnl’
Atlanta Christian
at Southeastern
Capital
Tiffin*

Berea, KY
Lake Wales, FL
Babson Park, FL
Winter Haven, FL
Babson Park, FL
Clearwater, FL
Lakeland, FL
Cedarville
Cedarville

11 a.m.
3 p.m.
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
12 p.m.
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
3 p.m.
1 p.m.

3/20

Tiffin*

Cedarville

1 p.m.

Softball
3/8
3/8
3/9
3/9
3/11
3/11
3/12
3/12
3/13
3/13

Aquinas
Saint Ambrose
Cornerstone
Robert Morris IL
Bridgeport
Central Methodist
Assumption
Cornerstone
Saint Thomas FL
Saint Lawrence

Fort Myers,
Fort Myers,
Fort Myers,
Fort Myers,
Fort Myers,
Fort Myers,
Fort Myers,
Fort Myers,
Fort Myers,
Fort Myers,

FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL
FL

11 a.m.
1 p.m.
9 a.m.
11 a.m.
4 p.m.
6 p.m.
1 p.m.
4 p.m.
1 p.m.
4 p.m.

S. McDivitt, Cedars

Anthony Delimpo m akes two points.

V

C o m p ile d b y Brian K la y y

Back when "Girl Talk" was in, I was dared to eat a
combination of salsa, milk, tobasco sauce,
banana mush, and V8... yum.

-Sheri Trennepohl, Junior Computer Science Major
"Cow tongue."

-Dan Rodriguez, Junior
Business Management Major

"I ate horse meat in Straubing, Germany."

-Rich Lebedda, Senior
Mechanical Engineering major

"Fried grasshopper!"

-Andy Young, Junior Finance major

